
Our Keynote Speaker, Lindsay Allason-Jones, OBE, 
Visiting Fellow in the School of History, Classics 

& Archaeology at Newcastle University was also Founder 
Director of the University’s Interdisciplinary Artefact 
Studies. She is a leading expert on Roman Britain on which 
she has written many books and papers and her talk on 
the women who lived in the general area of Hadrian’s 
Wall, was absolutely fascinating.

By the 2nd century AD many important women with 
status lived in Roman Britain and numerous records of them 
have survived in the North of England. Five photographic 
examples in the form of memorial stones were shown 
to us. The first was a statue of Regina, a Briton, found 
in South Shields. She wears British dress, from the St 
Alban’s area, evidence of her once being a slave. Heavily 
adorned in jewellery, with a jewellery casket beside her, 
whilst sitting on a woven basket chair, a spindle in her 
hand, her statue denotes position and respectability. 
Records show her husband was a Roman soldier. At Elsdon 
Church, High Rochester, a tombstone was discovered for 
Julia Lucilla, a Senator’s daughter, who lived in a nearby 
fort with her ambitious husband. Claudia Severa from 
Vindolanda was literate and her handwritten letters, 
written on compressed documents found in the area, are 
the first known in the Roman Empire. Flavia who died in 
York, wears a Gallic cape, and stands beside her husband 
and two children, who had died before they were two. 
Her husband, a Legionnaire, gave her standing due to the 
handout on retirement that Legionnaires received. Julia 
Velva, with curls round her head, (elaborate hairstyles 
were very fashionable), lies on a bed with mattress and 

bolster beside 
a three-legged chair, and dressed like Regina, shows 
another freed woman with status. 

At that time women could inherit, make wills and 
also own businesses. Wives and families could travel 
with the soldiers. Prostitution was discouraged so 
soldiers were allowed to marry slaves or local women. 
STDs were unknown; doctors were good; there were 56 
methods of contraception and death in childbirth was 
uncommon. Romans normally had two children because 
life expectancy was excellent. It was also possible to buy 
children for adoption. Homes were relatively comfortable 
and, like forts and towns, were modelled on those in 
Rome. As towns grew, many settlements disappeared, 
making integration and control of the native population 
easier. It was common for food to be imported. It was a 
time of great change in Britain. 

Pamela Davies, Reading

Professor Lindsay Allason-Jones - Keynote Speaker at the AGM and Conference 2017
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Canterbury and District Association held a Symposium 
on 13th May 2017, where Debra Teasdale, Dean of 

the Faculty of Health & Wellbeing, Canterbury Christ 
Church University and sponsor of the event, introduced 
the speakers and programme of the day, which was 
attended by an audience of fifty. 

The first speaker on Ageism in the UK was Dr Hannah 
Swift, Research Fellow at the School of Psychology at the 
University of Kent. She spoke about the prevalence of 
age discrimination, which was based on survey findings 
in which 32 countries across Europe took part. Her well 
researched work dealt with experiences and expressions 
of ageism. This included stereotyping, categorisation, 
perceived threats, and lack of intergenerational 
contacts. This was a thought provoking first session, very 
well presented, and one could identify with a lot of the 
sentiments expressed.

InSIde
• AGM & CONFERENCE 2017.........................1, 6, 7, 8
• SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS.......................................5
• LOOSE INSERT.................BFWG PROGRAMME 2017-18

L-R: Debra Teasdale, Dr Hannah Swift and Prof Julia Twigg 
(Photo: Barbara Jackson)

Continued on Page 2

Canterbury Symposium - Positive Aspects of Ageing: Challenge the Stereotypes
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Dear Members,
It is very satisfying to work 

for a Federation which is committed 
towards building a future for women 
and girls. Within the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): 
Transforming our world: the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development, 
goal 4 (Quality Education) and 
5 (Gender Equality) are directly 
applicable to the work of BFWG and 
Graduate Women International (GWI). 
We are giving grants and fellowships, 
supporting training for teachers as 
well as organising educational events. The SDGs can only be successful if 
women are integrated into each and every goal as in many places gender 
discrimination is still woven through legal and social norms. GWI is already 
acting in its capacity of consultative status with the United Nations. So, come 
forward to become a force - together we are stronger to make a difference 
and bring change to uplift the lives of women and girls!

 Looking at the news reported across the Federation, I realise how busy we 
have been. It was the first time that I had attended the full BFWG AGM and 
Conference and I was so delighted to meet many of you in the historic settings 
of Durham. Members who attended University Women of Europe (UWE) AGM in 
Graz are back with more stories for the next edition. Congratulations to Aisha 
Alshawaf, who is elected as a UWE Vice-President.

The new academic year’s programme gives a glimpse of another event 
packed year (see programme insert). I am looking forward to the event 
organised by Greater London (GLAWG) at the London School of Economics and 
Political Science (LSE) and the annual Westminster Seminar (see details on 
the bulletin page). There is so much to cover in the limited pages here that 
we encourage members to visit the BFWG website regularly to get updated 
information. 

I would prefer not to take up space saying what is inside; rather I would let 
you enjoy reading the news and views reported in this edition. Thank you, as 
always, for your continuous support!

Sudha Srivastava, Editor

The second speaker, Professor Sarah Vickerstaff, Professor of Work and 
Employment in the School of Social Policy, Sociology and Social Research at 
the University of Kent informed us about A New Age of Retirement? The 
concept of ‘retirement’ together with pensions/occupational pensions was 
a benevolent idea in the 1940s as part of the welfare state. From 2014, the 
so-called ‘flexible employment’ was introduced, and the idea of ‘individual 
choice’ was advocated, such as gradual retirement, which is only possible in 
certain professions. In 2010 the average retirement age was 62.3 for women 
and 64.6 for men. There is a gender pay gap which becomes a gender pension 
gap. Women tend to be in lower paid, often in not particularly gripping jobs 
and frequently have to act as carers for the older and younger generations.

Fashion, Dress and the Cultures of Age: Challenging Stereotypes was the 
title of Professor Julia Twigg’s talk, Professor of Social Policy and Sociology at 
the University of Kent. A distinction was made between previous generations’ 
clothing and habits nowadays. ‘Assertive and unafraid’ in contrast to ‘more 
covered up, less attention grabbing, drab/dull and self-effacing’. There 
were real positive aspects in this talk encouraging elderly women to defy 
any imposed limitations, to see dress almost as a political message. Clothing 
has become much cheaper, therefore more affordable than in the past and 
provides a chance for experimentation. 

The day ended with a session in which speakers and audience discussed 
the issues raised by the speakers. There was a very positive atmosphere 
throughout the day and it was enjoyed by all who attended – including some 
keen to join BFWG.

The full report is on the website: www.canterbury.bfwg.org.uk
Sigi Martin, Canterbury and District

Continued from Page 1
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President’s Letter

Dear Members,

The BFWG nuclear codes at the end of our successful 
107th AGM in Durham on 23rd July, 2017 were passed from 
the outgoing President to the incumbent. Reflecting on the 
achievements of Gloria (including the monthly bulletins 
which will be continued), and contacting former Scholarship 
winners, made me realise the enormity of the task that 
lies ahead, but admiring her legacy which has enriched 
the Federation and built a strong foundation on which to 
capitalise. This Presidency with the Management Team (MT) 
and Executive will be a continuation of her sterling work, 
which is in the spirit of passing on the baton. 

A special ‘Thank you’ to Gloria’s husband Tony for his 
steadfast, unfailing support at all times and organising the 
Men’s programme for the last three AGMs. We have a strong 
arsenal in our MT, welcoming on board new Vice-Presidents, 
Carrie de Silva and Siobhan Gardiner, along with Jasmit 
Phull as Northern Region Representative and Catherine 
Pinion as Convenor of European Relation (CER) alternate 
- Congratulations to them all. We are saying Goodbye to 
former Vice-President Aisha Alshawaf whom we congratulate 
on being elected as UWE (University Women of Europe) Vice-
President at the UWE AGM in Graz at the end of August. 
Our armoury comes with the Executive Committee and our 
committed membership, agenda, programmes and projects. 
Well done to Lincoln who have already rolled out their 
programme. What about other LAs?

We are operating at a time of turbulence in world 
affairs, with tension over North Korea; the constant threat 
from ISIS and, domestically, fear of more terrorist attacks; 
economic uncertainty over Brexit; and our future role in 
Europe. This is why our position as a leading organisation 
is pivotal, at all levels; locally, regionally, nationally, in 
Europe and worldwide through GWI (Graduate Women 
International) and our consultative status with the United 
Nations. Former President Obama won the 2009 Nobel Prize 
for his Agenda for Peace. This can fire us up to reflect on how 
our own programmes can be transformative, along with our 
resolutions.

The General Resolution on ‘Funding to implement careers 
education and advice in maintained schools in England and 
Wales’ proposed by Vasantha Selvaratnam (Independent) 
Mercia and Wales region and supported by Swansea LA was 
carried at our AGM. The text is as follows: - ‘BFWG urges Her 
Majesty’s Government and the Welsh Government to ensure 
that education providers receive additional ring-fenced 
funds for consistent and meaningful careers information and 
advice in maintained schools’.

Swansea Graduate Women are now affiliated to BFWG. 
Greater London has had meetings in a room at UCL through 
the offices of a former Scholarship winner.

Liverpool continues to offer travel bursaries, the NW 
Academic Presentations Day is on 21st October. I was 
particularly honoured to present the Awards at this day 
last year and the success of these days is down, in no mean 
part, to the organisational skills and dedication of the 
indefatigable Evelyn Campbell-Smith and her team.

The new membership fee structure is now in place as 
from 1st September, 2017 for dues and was cascaded down 
to all the LAs by the Executive and is on our website. The 
interim website is a work in progress, involving a substantial 
amount of time, re-designing and amending by Sheila Stevens 
to whom we are immensely grateful for this mammoth 
task. The web is central to our success as a Federation 
because it is a vital tool for recruiting and keeping members 
informed about activities. Keeping the website attractive 
and up to date is a challenge that we have to address 
because it is crucial, along with Facebook and Twitter, for 

modernisation and development of our public face. We have 
to get our message across boldly and without prevarication.

We not only stand for perfecting the art of friendship, 
for scholarship and projects but through UWE and GWI as an 
international megaphone for graduate women. There is no 
moral ambiguity about our stance on issues. A ten member 
strong delegation attended the UWE AGM and Conference 
in Graz, Austria, from 24-27 August 2017; ‘Changing 
cultures’ was the Conference theme with the emphasis on 
refugee and migrant women in Europe. The GWI Manifesto 
is ‘Education for all’. We were inspired by GWI President 
Geeta Desai (a committed globalist) when she addressed us 
at our International Day last December 2016. A joint CIR/
CER day is planned in April 2018.

Living as we do in the humanitarian world, many of us 
were shaken by the deaths of at least 320 people caused 
by mudslides in Sierra Leone. Sierra Leone is my country 
of origin and I was the CIR (Coordinator of International 
Relations) for SLAUW (Sierra Leone Association of University 
Women) in the 1980s. At least 2000 were made homeless 
by the earthquake and a state of a national emergency was 
declared by the President. I immediately emailed the SLAUW 
President to offer our sympathy and she responded warmly 
to say they were safe and ‘coping’ with such tragedy.

Domestically, our programme for the year starts with a 
bespoke training day for Company Directors on Saturday 21st 
October at HQ with a talk by a gentleman who is coming from 
Companies House. The next national event in London will be 
the Westminster Seminar on 14th November. The President’s 
Diary below refers to various committee dates during the 
Autumn. The Executive meeting will be on Saturday, 10th 
March 2018. Whatever any of us choose to participate in our 
LAs, nationally or otherwise, I am reminded of the stirring 
words of the former American Association of University 
Women (as it then was) President, Sarah Harder, at the 
IFUW (now GWI) Triennial Conference in Christchurch, New 
Zealand back in 1989 ‘We are our sister’s keeper’. This 
resonates today.

May all our endeavours be richly blessed for what 
promises to be an exciting year.

Patrice Wellesley-Cole, President

PRESIDENT’S DIARY:

24-27 August 2017, UWE AGM and Conference Graz, Austria
30 August, Working day at HQ with Gloria Banner and Susan  
Miles clearing out cabinets for material to be indexed or 
archived
12 September, Chairing 6-O Meeting at HQ
23 September, MT Handover Meeting
27 September, FfWG Board Meeting
21 October, Bespoke Directors’ Companies House Training
9 November, Finance Meeting
13 November, Scholarship Trustees’ Meeting
14 November, Westminster Seminar

Patrice 
Wellesley-

Cole (R) with 
Immediate 

Past 
President 

Gloria 
Banner 
(Photo: 
Barbara 
Jackson)
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InTeRnATIOnAL And eUROPeAn neWS 

CER/UWE Representative 2016-2019
Jenny Morley, jmorley@bfwg.org.uk
CIR/GWI Council Member 2015-2018
Cynthia Burek, c.burek@bfwg.org.uk

‘Beyond the Weather’: A BFWG Open Day at the Met Office in Exeter, 5th May 2017

The European spring meeting was a visit to former 
Award Winner Dr Natalie Garrett at the Met Office 

where she is Senior European Climate Service Coordinator. 
This break with the traditional meeting was prompted by 
media overload on matters European post–Brexit. Her 
University research involved using laser light to take 
sensitive measurements of wet biological samples, so it was 
no huge leap to measure our wet climate! On the tour round 
the Met Office grounds we saw one of the enormous vertical 
lasers which measure cloud density and structure.

After Natalie’s welcome, I gave a short Powerpoint 
presentation on BFWG. Then dr Vicky Pope Head of Science 
and Technology Futures, talked on Turning Science into 
Services.  

Sue Ouvry reports:

• 1854: Vice-Admiral Fitzroy (Captain of Darwin’s 
ship Beagle) noted weather patterns, and invented 
barometers for port use and use at sea

• 1923: the first official weather forecast was produced 
and  printed in The Times 

• 1944: the Met Office forecast bad weather so the D 
Day landings were delayed by 24 hours, saving many 
lives

• 1959: the first TV forecast was broadcast and the 
first computer generated forecasts

• 1980s: stratospheric dynamics showed the hole in 
the ozone layer

• 1990: the Met Office moved to Exeter, working to 
use scientific data for modelling weathers which are 
then translated into maps and charts

• 2007: a Flood Forecasting Centre was set up after 
unpredicted flooding in Tewkesbury

Met Office clients include supermarkets, emergency 
agencies, first responders, water companies, airlines, 
transport companies, organised sporting events (e.g. 
Olympics, Wimbledon), energy companies (e.g. for 
positioning wind farms) and defence services worldwide.

106 million daily observations taken using ground based 
weather stations, air balloons, floating buoys and satellites 
are then fed into the mega computer. The models generated 
describe the atmosphere assisting weather services globally. 

Technology Futures studies air quality and climate 
change, looking at actions and consequences. An Innovation 
Laboratory has been set up to improve data gathering, and 
provide digital platforms to inform transport policies and 
decisions. Cloud observations, ocean currents and changing 
ice patterns at the poles are measured and used for climate 
modelling and  as indicators for global warming and for 
monitoring weather in other parts of the planet e.g. El Niño, 
tropical cyclones and hurricanes. Global climate modelling 
is done using the mega computer with up to 20 quadrillion 
calculations per hour. It integrates equations of motion 
and thermodynamics in time, heat conservation, moisture, 
salinity and momentum. Over the past 15 years it appears 
the climate is getting warmer.

After lunch and networking Ese Ifie reports:
 dr Cath Senior spoke on Climate modelling: Credibility 

and Capability. The dynamics of the atmosphere are 
modelled by formulating equations, thus being able to 
predict the weather. These models are temperature 
dependent and are managed by complex super computers 
performing trillions of calculations per second. It is difficult 
to model cloud because of changing time frames. The policy 
on climate change must be based on credible data, valid 
predictions of scale coupled with climate models.

Then early career researchers gave 5 minutes lightning 
presentations. Dr Elizabeth Brock talked about her work on 
scientific consultancy to customers in the water industry. 
Dr Fraeya Whiffin shared her experience of working for the 
government through the science advisory councils, NHS 
etc. The science advisory group is set up for emergencies 
e.g. 2014 – Ebola, 2015 - Nepal, 2009 - Pandemic flu etc. 
Dr Natalie Garrett gave a brilliant talk about her transition 
from a researcher in Bio photonics at the University of Exeter 
to working as Senior European Climate Services Coordinator 
where she organizes the European wide support action for 
climate services called Climateurope. The project is funded 
by the European Commission involving France, Germany, 
Italy, Netherlands, Serbia, Spain, Sweden and the UK.

The media reported the Met Office being taken to court 
by female employees in the weeks preceding our visit so 
we were fascinated to hear next from Prof Rosa Barciela 
on Work, women and the will to improve the status quo: 
an inspiring talk on gender balances in the Met office. In 
2013 the international journal ‘Nature’ noted that women 
were significantly underrepresented in the MET office with 
only 27% of women making up scientific staff, the majority 
as foundation scientists with very few going on to Fellow 
positions. By 2015 this improved to 31% of women in the 
scientific staff. The ‘Glass Lift programme’ has been set up 
to build leadership capacity, increase equality, diversity and 
inclusion thus  enhancing  career progression for women and 
aiming towards accreditation for the silver ATHENA SWANN  
Award  for women  in STEMM.

Twenty one Members, partners and friends attended the 
event. Several of us, who stayed on overnight, ate at The 
Conservatory Restaurant in Exeter, taking Natalie out to dine 
by way of a ‘Thank You’.

Mental stimulation, coupled with lively camaraderie 
made this a worthwhile event. I have had very positive 
feedback, many enjoying it as much as I did! (Full reports by 
Sue Ouvry and Ese Ifie are available on the BFWG website)

Jenny Morley, Coordinator of European Relations

GWI (IFUW): 48, Chemin du Grand-Montfleury CH-1290,
Versoix, Geneva, Switzerland 

www.graduatewomen.org, Email: gwi@graduatewomen.org 
Office hours: 08:30 - 17:30 Monday to Friday 

Natalie 
Garrett (L) 
receiving 

flowers from 
Jenny Morley 
(Photo: Ese 

Ifie)

A thank you note: I would like to thank all those who 
took part in the raffle at Durham AGM for the International 
Fellowship. The raffle raised £57.00 which is gratefully 
received. The lucky winners were Jasmit Phull and Rory Haigh. 
Thank you again. - Professor Cynthia Burek, Convener of the 
GWI Fellowship Committee
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BFWG Prize (Academic Award) Winners 2017: Total money awarded is £35,000

Award Holder Institute Awarded Title of Research
Lyndsey JENKINS Department of Modern History, 

Oxford University 
Caroline Spurgeon 
Prize - £6000

From mills to militants: the Kenney sisters, 
suffrage and social reform c 1890 – 1970

Stasja STANISIC School of Physics, Bristol University Mary Bradburn Prize 
- £5000

Distinguishability and pseudo-randomness in 
quantum information

Clementine 
CHIROL

Department of Ocean and Earth 
Sciences, National Oceanographic 
Centre, Southampton University

Johnstone and 
Florence Stoney 
Prize  - £4000

Morphological evolution of managed 
realignment schemes

Gracia 
FELLMETH

Nuffield Department of Public 
Health, Oxford University

Ruth Bowden Prize - 
£4000

Perinatal depression among migrant women 
on the Thai-Myanmar border: prevalence, risk 
factors and infant outcomes 

Diya GUPTA Department of English, King’s 
College, London 

Barbara Northend 
Prize - £4000

The Indian soldiers’ experiences in the 
Second World War: a literary and cultural 
examination

Rebecca VOS Department of Electronics,
York University

Beryl Mavis Green 
Prize - £4000

The perception and production of vowels sung 
at high fundamental frequencies

Magda BUJAR Department of Life and Medical 
Sciences, University of Hertfordshire

Margaret K B Day 
Prize - £2500

Development and evaluation of a framework 
for improving the quality of decision making 
during medicines’ development, regulatory 
review and reimbursement

Ann-Christin 
WAGNER

Department of Social Anthropology, 
Edinburgh University

Eila Campbell Prize  
- £2500

From waiting for the bus to Waiting for 
Godot: an ethnography of the relationship 
between waiting and displacement among 
Syrian refugees in Malfraq, Jordan

Chioma 
NGONADI

Department of Archaeology, 
Cambridge University

Kathleen Hall Prize 
- £2000

Early agricultural communities in Lieja, 
south-eastern Nigeria: an archaeobotanical 
investigation

Aisha BISMILLAH Department of Chemistry, Durham 
University 

Marjorie Shaw Prize 
- £1000

The dynamic covalent rearrangements of the 
barbaralyl cations

As an organisation of women 
graduates, we should not only 

be providing support and friendship to 
the membership but encouraging and 
supporting young graduate women 
as well. This is important as there 
is still a relatively small proportion 
of women in top academic posts. 
We need to give all the support and 
help we can to women postgraduates 
pursuing research, often with the 
hope of developing academic careers: 
whence BFWG’s annual Research 
Presentations Day (RPD).

The RPD is a fun day. Yes, the 
purpose is serious: to inform ourselves 
of some of the modern research carried 
out by women and to encourage and 
advise these postgraduates about 
presenting their work. Even so, there 
is a lot of networking between young 
and old; members and non-members; and those schooled in 
the arts and those in the sciences. If you have not been to an 
RPD, book yourself in for the next one in 2018. 

This year saw the usual wide range of topics with 
presentations and presenters covering a range of cultures 
and geographical origins: black Christian churches in Britain; 
post-colonial ethnic conflict; biofouling in the marine 
industry; Coxsackie viruses; feminism; exploration of the 
use of khat (look that up on Wikipedia) in the UK and the 
experiences of those helping others to quit khat use, being 
just some examples of talks. 

An informal group of judges selects the winner of a small 
prize for the ‘best’ presentation to the general audience. 

On this occasion, the judges’ opinion matched the straw 
poll view of the attendees and the prize went to Emi 
Takahashi (unfortunately, she had to leave early so is not 
in the picture above) from the Royal Veterinary College in 
London for her well organised talk and strong responses to 
questioning on Identifying areas at risk of disease outbreaks 
using Geographical Information Systems. However we must 
extend our thanks to all those who presented so well on the 
Day and to those others who submitted abstracts which we 
were unable to include because of time constraints. Hoping 
to see you at the RPD in 2018!

Elizabeth Poskitt, Liverpool

Research Presentations day 2017

Smiling faces with their Certificates (Photo: Sudha Srivastava)
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Conference dinner

BFWG AGM & COnFeRenCe 2017
Business Sessions 

Fifty members gathered for the opening session of the 
BFWG AGM in the Penthouse suite at Collingwood 

College, Durham, while another twenty sent their apologies 
and we stood to remember those who had died over the past 
year. After agreeing the minutes of the 2016 AGM, the meeting 
considered an emergency resolution brought by Southern 
Region from their AGM. It aimed to streamline the Federation’s 
administration by removing regional representation from 
the BFWG Executive. (Jenny Morley suggested that regional 
representation has become unwieldy as independent members 
increase and local associations become smaller.) After careful 
and informed discussion it was decided not to proceed with 
this proposal, but that new ways forward should be discussed 
at local meetings and brought to the next AGM.

Discussion followed on the reports published in Spring/
Summer News. Monica Dodds re-assured delegates that the 
Charitable Foundation (FfWG) was up to speed with new 
financial regulations and questions were formulated to be put 
to their AGM next day. Reporting on the two meetings of Six-O 
this year, she noted their concern about the mental health 
of women in prison. Six-O’s activities will soon be accessible 
on a website. All the published reports were then formally 
adopted.

After a break, business continued with the Finance 
Committee report. Jennie Landsberg gave an upbeat 
presentation from her team, highlighting their compliance with 
tax and company law, an investment return of 4%, committee 

cost-cutting measures by forward-booking meetings to secure 
low transport costs, and ensuring a surplus on events. Funds 
had been set aside for a new website. Income comprises 48% 
from subscriptions, 39% from investments, 3% surplus on events 
and 10% from the rental of Mandeville Courtyard premises 
where legal fees have been incurred for changes to the leases 
of the building under new management. Working smarter, 
using electronic methods has kept costs down. Jennie’s lively 
report was warmly welcomed, agreed unanimously and the 
auditors re-appointed.

Jenny Morley reported that 21 people had enjoyed the 
‘European Day’ visit to the Met office; that 10 members have 
booked to attend the UWE conference at Graz, Austria where 
a revised constitution is on the agenda. Updates to Regional 
Reports followed. Sadly, Swansea, Wakefield, North London 
& South Herts LAs will be closing with individual members 
becoming independent members of BFWG.

Susan Miles reported on the Sybil Campbell Collection 
at Winchester where a new head of communications at 
Winchester is keen for the collection to receive more publicity. 
A colloquium next June will highlight research using the books. 
However, there will be no library lecture this year and the 
consequent loss of a London venue for the presentation of 
BFWG awards was noted by Elizabeth Poskitt. Formal business 
then gave way to our keynote speaker.

Margaret Roake, Independent

On the evening of 22nd July, BFWG members gathered for 
dinner in the Penthouse Suite of Collingwood College, 

Durham University. Sixty-five members and guests enjoyed 
an excellent meal, followed by a talk given by Baroness 
Quin, a Labour Life peer and former MEP for Tyne and Wear 
(1978-84) and MP for Gateshead East and Washington West 
(1987-97).

Baroness Quin spoke of the related aims of the BFWG and 
two north-eastern women who pioneered women’s causes. 
Her first subject, Josephine Butler, daughter of John Grey, 
a social reformer and abolitionist, was home educated and 
took up the cause of better education of women as a right, 
a central plank of BFWG aims. (Fittingly, one of Durham 
University’s colleges is named after Josephine Butler.) 
Supported in her work by her husband, an Anglican minister, 
George Butler, she campaigned to get the Contagious 
Diseases Act (passed to safeguard the health of men in the 
Army and Navy) repealed. Josephine also worked to stop 
child prostitution and was an early suffragette.

Secondly, Baroness Quin spoke about Emily Davies 
who strove to advance female education. Wanderings 
in Gateshead, where her father was rector, showed her 
women’s hardships and she worked tirelessly to get women 
into education and to get girls’ schools inspected. As in the 
BFWG, Emily encouraged women to support other women 
into further education, as she did with her friends, the 

sisters Elizabeth Garrett Anderson and Millicent Fawcett. 
She is best known as co-founder and an early Mistress of 
Girton College, the first college for women at Cambridge 
University. A suffragist, Emily lived to 90 (she died in 1921) 
and saw the first votes cast by women in 1918. (If you were 
a householder and over 30!)

These were two women of the north-east who pioneered 
aims similar to those of the BFWG. Baroness Quin reminded 
us that Judge Hale is now the senior judge in England and 
Wales, that the women in Parliament make up 32%, 26% are 
members of the Lords and 46% of the Labour MPs are female. 
She pointed out that there is still some way to go and cited 
the inequality of BBC salaries, male to female, and the high 
cost of Boots ‘morning after’ pills! And there is a need for 
better internet education and awareness of its hazards.

Baroness Quin ended by reminding us that the Federation 
has international links to women’s education - the key to 
better conditions for everyone worldwide and wished the 
Federation continued success in its aims.

Hazel Harrison, Norfolk and Norwich LA

Baroness Quin 
at Conference 
Dinner (Photo: 

Barbara 
Jackson)

BFWG members 
enjoyed musical 

entertainment at the 
Friday Social Evening 
in Durham. We were 
pleased to have the 
opportunity to listen 

to the Newcastle 
harpist and singer, 
Janet Bennett, who 

took us on the journey 
from Scotland to 

Wales and back to 
Northumberland. It 

was a relaxed evening 
before business the 

next day. 

Janet Bennett (Photo: 
Sudha Srivastava)
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Funding Resolution

The Resolution discussed was for ring-fenced funding 
for consistent and meaningful Careers Education 

Information Advice and Guidance (CEIAG) for all students 
aged 11-18 in maintained schools in England and Wales.

The key points made –
The House of Commons Sub-committee on Education, 

Skills and the Economy report on CEIAG 2016/2017 finds that 
the quality of careers provision is patchy across England and 
inspectors are still finding students not receiving sufficient 
information and advice for informed choices.

Not all schools have in place their recommended elements 
for Quality Careers Provision; namely

a) a robust careers education embedded in the curriculum
b) opportunities from Year 7 to engage with employers
c) impartial guidance to help students to interpret all 

inputs and make well thought through decisions to match 
interests and inclination. 

The sub committee’s report and the Government’s 
response set out the current situation clearly.

The aim of the Resolution is for all schools to have 
ring-fenced funding which would enable them to prioritise 
careers education and ensure consistent implementation of 
the recommendations for quality careers provision to reach 
every student.

It was clarified to the members that ‘maintained’ schools 
meant Local Government funded in Wales and Department 
of Education funded in England. A lively discussion with 
strongly held views for and against the desirability of the 
Resolution followed. The Resolution passed with the casting 
vote of the chair of the session.

Vasantha Selvaratnam (Independent), Mercia and Wales 
Region 

Resolution about commitment of 
scholarship winners and awardees 

Aisha Alshawaf, Vice-President, and Christel Moor, 
both of Canterbury, led the workshop to consider in 

what ways recipients of the BFWG Scholarship Fund awards 
and of the FfWG grants could contribute to BFWG and its 
work. Various ways were proposed: giving a talk at a local or 
national meeting; encouraging membership of BFWG; using 
Facebook and Twitter to publicise BFWG and its activities; 
using social media for networking related to BFWG. The 
proposal was that the requirement to participate was made 
clear to candidates and/or recipients.

It was felt by many that this requirement should not 
be included in the application process and could not be 
mandatory, but that some recognition of the part BFWG and 
FfWG had played in their academic and professional progress 
should be acknowledged. Social media seem to be the way 
forward and further discussion will take place with the 
trustees of the BFWG Scholarship Fund and the Governors of 
FfWG. The resolution was not passed but the discussion was 
a useful way of raising the issue for future action.

Christel Moor, Canterbury and District Association

Some other workshops and plenary sessions were 
organised (including – timing of the regional meetings, 
Finance Resolution and the future of Regions). Detailed 
minutes can be accessed via BFWG website.

AGM Workshops

Visit to a London Vineyard

On June 26th, members of the North London & South 
Herts LA and some visitors enjoyed a visit to a vineyard 

in Enfield established in 2009 on a 10 acre gravelly plot, 
surrounded by London Clay soils. Forty Hall is an attractive 

Georgian House, the farm of which is run by Capel Manor 
College which, like the vineyard, practises environment 
friendly (organic) farming. The vineyard is run on a not-for-
profit basis and relies heavily on local volunteers. It offers 
eco-therapy for those who, instead of receiving medication 
or talking therapy, find working with others out of doors and 
socialising improves their health and well-being. The two 
large fields contain a variety of grapes including Bacchus 
and Ortega grapes used for the still wine and also those used 
to produce champagne style, to make the local London Brut 
sparkling wine. The group heard of the difficulties faced 
with drought and the late frosts which have twice destroyed 
the young shoots affecting yields and also the difficulties 
of weeding without the use of chemicals. We were very 
fortunate as we were the last tour group allowed to visit 
the vineyard, as the tours have been free and now take 
up too much time for the work force to continue to offer 
them. Needless to say many of us bought a bottle or two and 
enjoyed a relaxing meal together in Forty Hall’s café before 
our return home. We wish them every success as English 
wines now compete with the best in the world.

Photo and content: Gillian Hilton, Eastern Region 
Representative

Canterbury Prize Presentation 

Olivia Beatrice Furre, known as Bea, was the recipient 
of the Canterbury Association Keynes Prize. This was 
presented at a meeting with the Psychology Department 
convened by the Master of Keynes College, University of 
Kent, Chloe Gallien. The Canterbury Association thanks 
the College for use of its Common Room and supports 
young women in academia in line with the aims of BFWG 
and GWI.

Christel Moor, Canterbury and District Association

Olivia 
(Bea) 
Furre 

(L) with 
Christel 

Moor 
(Photo: 
Barbara 
Jackson)

Correction
Spring Summer news 2017, Page 13 

In the Southern Region Meeting article by Bene 
Kettler, the speaker’s correct name is - Dr Ping Zheng. 
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Mercia and Wales Regional AGM
Due to the changes within the Mercia and Wales 
Region, the 2018 Regional AGM will be held in the 

spring in Sutton Coldfield.
Full details will be published in the next edition of 

the BFWG News.

GLAWG Stages Leadership 
development and Career 

Management event
 Wednesday 25th October 2017

18:00 - 20:00
London School of economics and Political Science

New Academic Building (NAB)
54 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London WC2A 3dJ

Cost: members £6, students £3, other guests £7
Speaker: Karin A. King

Know any women, whether early or mid-career, 
who could take advantage of ideas and pragmatic 
information on how to develop their careers and 
head towards the top? Would you like to know more 
about how leaders develop and have an opportunity 
to reflect on your own experience and abilities? If 
yes, come along to the Greater London Association’s 
next meeting at LSE to hear Karin King, presently a 
graduate researcher, guest lecturer and teacher in 
LSE’s Department of Management. Karin’s background 
includes leadership roles in industry and management 
consulting in the global energy and professional 
services sector. Her present academic and consulting 
work is focussed on international management, 
strategic talent management and leadership 
development, including the provision of individual 
coaching to business leaders. Her work has been 
recognised with awards for her academic papers, her 
teaching and for her human resources work.

This presentation is designed to be interactive, 
allowing all present to contribute, learn from each 
other and take away some practical ideas to apply in 
your career, so a lively discussion is anticipated. Light 
refreshments will be served.

Guests are welcome. Pre-registration for this 
event is required by 23rd October to confirm your 
attendance.

To register your interest, please RSVP to Gail Sagar 
(gailsagar@bfwg.org.uk)

Westminster Seminar
House of Lords, Tuesday 14th november 2017 

‘Coping with modern life - Mental health 
issues: The challenge of relationships 

amongst young people’
We are sorry that Baroness Tyler of Enfield has had 
to withdraw as our Sponsor but we are delighted to 
welcome the Baroness Garden of Frognal instead.

Seminar: 14:00 – 17:00 Committee Room G, 
House of Lords

Cost: £38.00 Seminar and Tea, £16 Seminar only

Booking form and more details can be found in 
Spring/Summer News and on the BFWG website

 BFWG Marjorie Shaw Scholarship 2017 
Winner at the AGM in durham

Hello, my name is Aisha Bismillah. I am currently in the second 
year of my PhD in organic and supramolecular chemistry at Durham 
University. The Marjorie Shaw Scholarship I have been awarded from 
the BFWG will help me within my work as it will help fund me to go to 
conferences. Attending these conferences would give me countless 
educational opportunities; including meeting and learning from 
some of the most experienced professionals within my specific area 
of interest. As a researcher this would benefit me to keep abreast of 
all advances within my field and at the same time it would help me 
gain insight or new ideas from other academics.
L-R: Elizabeth Poskitt, Gloria Banner, Aisha Bismillah and Patrice 
Wellesley-Cole (Photo: Sudha Srivastava)

International and european 
Relations day 

Saturday 28th April 2018
BFWG HQ, 11:00-15:00 

Come and listen to the latest updates on International 
news from Cynthia Burek and European news from 
Jenny Morley. Also present will be the two Afghan 
sisters Zainab Hussaini (University of Chester) and 
Mousa Hussaini (Winchester University). Both are 
being helped by BFWG. They will tell us about their 
experiences and give us the latest information about 
their research. Also, there will be an update on the 

UWE Conference in Graz.
 More details in the next edition of News.

60 Year Celebration at the Hong Kong 
Association of University Women

1st - 10th december 2017
Closing date for registration is 21st September. 

Please inform CIR and CeR if you are going.
details on: www.hkauw.org
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 Please visit BFWG website regularly for event updates.

2017 Diary Dates
12 September  6-O Meeting, BFWG HQ, 12:00 – 15:30
23 September  Management Team Meeting, BFWG HQ, 10:30 for 11:00
21 October  North West Academic Presentations Day, 10:00 – 15:15, Hollins Hey Hotel, 
   New Brighton
21 October  Director Training Day, BFWG HQ, 10:30 for 11:00
25 October  GLAWG Event at London School of Economics (LSE), 18:00 – 20:00
9 November  Finance Committee Meeting, BFWG HQ, 10:30 for 11:00
13 November  BFWG Scholarship Fund Trustees Meeting, BFWG HQ 10:30 for 11:00
14 November  Westminster Seminar 14:00-17:00 at House of Lords (optional morning visit,   

   contact Monica Dodds at: mdodds@bfwg.org.uk)

2018 Diary Dates
3 February  BFWG Scholarship Fund Trustees Meeting, BFWG HQ, 10:30 for 11:00
8 February  Finance Committee Meeting, BFWG HQ, tbc
24 February  Norfolk and Norwich ‘Regional Meeting’, Peak Farm, Norwich, Lunch 12:30 for   
   13:00 with Speaker
10 March  Executive Committee Meeting BFWG HQ, 10:30 for 11:00
28 April  International/European Relations Day, BFWG HQ, details to be confirmed
18 May   BFWG Scholarship Fund Trustees Meeting, BFWG HQ 10:30 for 11:00
14-18 June  UWE AGM and Conference in Rome, details to follow
20-22 July  BFWG National AGM and Conference, Denman College

Sutton Coldfield Association 
of Women Graduates’ visit to 
Nottingham, 16th August 2017

Ten members of Sutton Coldfield Association 
of Women Graduates attended a coffee morning 
with a difference during another fascinating day 
steeped in history in Nottingham in August, both 
organised by former member, Stella Travis.

After a tram ride into the city centre, 
activities included a substantial salad lunch 
at The Malt Cross, a former Victorian music 
hall, dating from 1877, with old 11th century 
sandstone caves with gin tasting underneath, 
and an art gallery and workshop. It dates back 
to medieval times.

In keeping with Nottingham as UNESCO City of 
Literature, a guided tour followed round the equally 
old 200-year-old Georgian Grade II listed town house, 
now the Bromley House Lending Library, which has a 
vast collection of 40,000 very old books, some rare, 
fiction and non-fiction. Also on view were newspapers 
and periodicals, old paintings, furniture and ornaments. 
Dates of 1752, and 1816, the date the library began, 
were imprinted on the stairs.

Unique features included the first photographic studio 
from 1841, a peaceful walled garden and particularly, one 
of the UK’s rare 0 degrees metal Meridian lines across an 

upper floor which still works to mark an imaginary line 
which runs exactly between the North and South Poles. 
A spot of light shines down the centre at noon through 
a hole in a positioned board given by the British Sundial 
Society.

This was to set time to local Nottingham time as all 
over the country before the advent of the railways when 
the whole UK had to adopt fixed London Greenwich Mean 
Time in August 1880. With each visit members learn 
something new! They drove home, tired but satisfied!

Nina Hamilton, Sutton Coldfield

L-R: Wilma Frew, Nina Hamilton, Patricia Brown (President 
Co-ordinator), Jennifer Arthur, Carol Hannam, Jayne Titchener, 

Nesta Farrow and Pauline Manfield (Photo: Mary Welsby)


